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Abstract22

The γ-ray tracking array GRETINA was coupled to the S800 magnetic spec-

trometer for spectroscopy with fast beams of rare isotopes at the National Su-

perconducting Cyclotron Laboratory on the campus of Michigan State Uni-

versity. We describe the technical details of this powerful setup and report

on GRETINA’s performance achieved with source and in-beam measurements.

The results reported in this work were obtained from GRETINA consisting of 8

detector modules hosting four high-purity germanium crystals each. Currently,

GRETINA consists of 10 detector modules.
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1. Introduction24

In-beam γ-ray spectroscopy with fast beams of rare isotopes has evolved into25

a powerful tool for studying the properties of nuclei far away from the valley26

of β stability. A wide range of experimental techniques has been established27

to infer experimental information, for example, on collectivity, single-particle28

structure, and structure information relevant for astrophysical questions [1–3].29

The key to those experiments is the use of rare-isotope beams at intermediate30

energies. These beams of energies up to several hundred MeV/u impinge on31

a reaction target and the detection and identification of the projectile-like re-32

action products in coincidence with emitted γ rays quantifies the population33

of excited final states. The high beam energies allow for the use of reaction34

targets with thicknesses of several hundred mg/cm2 for increased luminosity35

that enables successful γ-ray spectroscopy even at low rare-isotope beam rates36

of a few particles per second. The same high beam energies, however, also37

pose a major challenge for the in-beam γ-ray detection as the γ rays emitted38

by nuclei at velocities exceeding 30% of the speed of light are detected with39

substantial Doppler shifts in the laboratory reference frame. While this effect40

can be corrected for up to a certain extent, the achievable energy resolutions41

of the Doppler-broadened γ-ray lines in the spectra is ultimately limited. This42

limitation arises from the accuracy of the determination of (i) the emission angle43

with respect to the trajectory of the γ-ray emitter and (ii) the emitter’s velocity44

at the point of γ-ray decay. The spatial resolution of a γ-ray spectrometer is45

thus critical and often the constraining factor in the precise determination of46

the emission angle for the Doppler-shift reconstruction.47

Several successful γ-ray spectrometers dedicated to spectroscopy at interme-48

diate beam energies are used at rare-isotope facilities around the world. One49

class of spectrometers is based on scintillation detectors such as DALI2 (NaI)50

[4] and CAESAR (CsI(Na)) [5]. The modest intrinsic energy resolution of the51

detector material allows for a rather coarse granularity before the effect of the52

Doppler-broadening becomes the dominating factor in the achievable in-beam53
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energy resolution. Scintillator arrays enable quite compact geometries with54

4π coverage around the reaction target, yielding absolute γ-ray efficiencies of55

20-30% at 1 MeV. The in-beam energy resolution is typically around 10% full-56

width-half-maximum (FWHM) at 1 MeV, often limiting the applicability of57

those devices to experiments with a low number of expected γ-ray transitions58

well separated in energy.59

Spectrometers based on high-purity germanium (Ge) benefit from the vastly60

improved intrinsic energy resolution as compared to scintillators but need to61

provide a sufficiently high spatial resolution to retain the superior energy reso-62

lution in-beam. This is achieved by employing segmented Ge detectors which63

enable the identification of the sub volume within the Ge crystal where the64

γ-ray interactions took place. Examples for such first-generation segmented65

germanium arrays are GRAPE [6], RISING/MINIBALL [7, 8], and SeGA [9].66

For example, SeGA coupled with the S800 spectrograph [10] at the National67

Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory (NSCL) at Michigan State University68

has been a frequently used experimental setup that contributed some of the pi-69

oneering in-beam γ-ray spectroscopy measurements to the field of rare isotope70

science [11].71

The Gamma-Ray Energy Tracking In-beam Nuclear Array (GRETINA)72

[12] is one of the first γ-ray spectrometers utilizing the novel concept of γ-ray73

tracking [13]. In a γ-ray tracking array, the spatial coordinates and deposited74

energies of each γ-ray interaction are measured. Using the kinematics of the75

Compton effect, tracking algorithms then reconstruct the scattering paths of76

the measured γ rays and decide if a γ-ray event was completely absorbed, yield-77

ing peak-to-total performances comparable to Compton-shielded Ge detector78

systems. GRETINA, originally consisting of 28 36-fold segmented high-purity79

germanium detectors mounted in 7 cryostats that house 4 detectors each, pro-80

vides more than 1π solid-angle coverage. This makes GRETINA especially81

interesting for spectroscopy with fast beams of rare isotopes, as its compactness82

allows for good coverage of the solid angle downstream of the reaction target83

which is advantageous because of the forward focusing of the γ rays in con-84
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sequence of the Lorentz boost. The spatial resolution provided by GRETINA85

then enables precise Doppler correction. GRETINA’s higher full-energy-peak86

efficiency, together with its improved peak-to-total performance than that of the87

first generation segmented Ge detector arrays, permits for the first time high-88

quality, high-resolution γ-γ coincidence measurements in spectroscopy with fast89

rare isotopes.90

At NSCL, two campaigns of fast-beam experiments with GRETINA coupled91

to the S800 spectrograph have been carried out [14], with the second campaign92

still in progress at the time of this work. We describe the setup and technical93

details relevant for these types of experiments and report on the performance94

characteristics of GRETINA measured with sources as well as in-beam.95

2. The GRETINA-S800 setup96

2.1. The GRETINA mechanical support structure97

The GRETINA detector support frame consists of two solid Al hemispheres98

of 12.9 cm thickness and 51.1 cm inner radius. Each hemisphere provides ten99

mounting holes to support a GRETINA detector module each at a target-100

detector distance of 18 cm. Two additional mounting positions are shared be-101

tween both hemispheres at their division line, resulting in 22 detector positions102

in total. The underlying geometry for a 4π array, like GRETINA’s extension103

GRETA, calls for 30 detector-module positions, namely ten positions in a ring104

at 90◦ and five positions each in four rings at 32, 58, 122, and 148◦ relative to105

the beam axis. For the GRETINA frame, two mounting positions at 90◦ are106

utilized for the axle mechanism supporting the hemispheres and enabling their107

rotation. Furthermore, in both hemispheres, the section that would nominally108

support the most forward detector ring at 32◦ is omitted. The ring at 58◦109

supports only four instead of five detector modules. The 5th position was not110

implemented in order to provide a recess in the frame which can accommodate111

the entrance gate valve of the S800 spectrograph. The resulting hemisphere112

geometry provides the clearances for positioning the center of the GRETINA113
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array at the pivot point of the S800 spectrograph. The pivot point is located114

just 37 cm upstream from the entrance gate valve of the S800 and is the pre-115

ferred location of the reaction target that optimizes ion optics and acceptances116

of the spectrograph. The support structure of each hemisphere rests on a cart117

mechanics, allowing the independent movement of each hemisphere.118

The two hemispheres are high-precision pieces and were manufactured with119

tight tolerances. Guided by alignment pins, a GRETINA module slides into120

alignment during the insertion process into a mounting hole of the hemisphere.121

Both hemispheres provide fiducial marks for alignment measurements with laser-122

tracker systems. Over the course of the first GRETINA campaign at NSCL, the123

positioning of both hemispheres relative to the experimental vault was recon-124

firmed several times using a laser-tracker system and found to vary by less than125

1 mm.126

Compared to the sophisticated detector support mechanics, the design of127

the standard target assembly is simple. The reaction targets used are typically128

5 cm × 5 cm sheets, glued on a plastic (G10) ring of 64 mm inner diameter,129

12 mm width, and 0.6 mm thickness. This assembly is then placed on a cradle130

and pushed down the 6-inch-diameter beam pipe with a push stick of specific131

length, so that the target on the cradle within the beam pipe is positioned132

in the center of GRETINA. Also more sophisticated target systems like the133

TRIPLEX plunger [15] or the liquid hydrogen target [16] have been used. Fig-134

ure 1 shows a photograph of the area around the reaction target position, with135

seven GRETINA detector modules mounted in the so-called NSCL standard136

configuration. In this configuration the four positions at 58o are populated and137

all remaining modules are mounted in the 90o ring. The standard configuration138

was used for the majority of the experiments carried out with GRETINA at139

NSCL.140

2.2. GRETINA electronics and data acquisition141

GRETINA utilizes the modern concept of digital pipelines in its data ac-142

quisition architecture. Each digitzer channel triggers and converts events inde-143
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Figure 1: The photograph shows GRETINA in the so-called NSCL standard configuration

mounted in front of the S800 spectrograph’s entrance gate valve (covered by aluminum foil).

Four GRETINA modules are mounted in the 58o ring and the remaining three modules are

located at 90o. The 6-inch diameter beam pipe is removed for a better view on the detector

endcaps. The data discussed in this work were obtained with 8 GRETINA modules, with the

8th module mounted in the free hole seen on the upper left.
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pendently, assigns a time stamp, and stores them locally. Those triggers can144

be derived locally but also provided externally, for example from a Ge detector145

core contact channel triggering a segment channel. Those triggers are reported146

to the GRETINA Trigger Timing & Control logic which performs the global147

trigger decision within the GRETINA system. If a global trigger condition is148

met, the Trigger Timing & Control logic issues a command to all channels to149

deliver their locally stored events matching the global trigger by means of time-150

stamp comparison. This mechanism is called event validation. Locally-stored151

events are dropped if no matching validation is issued within a given expiration152

time window. The Trigger Timing & Control logic also provides fast trigger153

signal outputs and accepts external trigger signal inputs from auxiliary detec-154

tor systems, both crucial ingredients for a coincidence with a particle detection155

system like the S800 magnetic spectrograph. The latency between a trigger156

generated locally for a detector channel and the fast trigger signal output is less157

than 300 ns. Details on the implementation and functionality of the GRETINA158

electronics and architecture are reported in [17–19].159

A Ge-detector crystal raw event is comprised of the digitized signals at160

100 MHz sampling rate, energies of the central contact and 36 segment elec-161

trodes, and the leading-edge trigger time of the central contact. For that pur-162

pose, the conversion of all segment channels is driven by the leading-edge trigger163

of the corresponding central contact and ensures proper time alignment of the164

captured signal traces (waveforms). The central contact signal is actually split165

into four branches and fed into four digitizer channels of 2 MeV, 5 MeV, 10 MeV,166

and 30 MeV full range, while the segment channels have 10 MeV full range. The167

length of the captured waveform is typically set to 1.8 µs and results in a raw168

event length of 16 kB for the 40 digitizer channels instrumenting one Ge crystal.169

The global trigger initiates the collection of the raw events from the hit Ge170

crystals and the data are passed to the GRETINA computer farm that runs171

the signal-decomposition software. The signal-decomposition process computes172

the position and energy deposition of the γ-ray interaction points from the173

measured waveforms [12]. The result, consisting of timing and energy of the174
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central contact, the energies of the hit segments, and a list of coordinates and175

energies of each interaction point, is the final Ge-detector event, dubbed mode2176

event. The raw data format, including the captured waveforms that are passed177

to the signal-decomposition process, is called mode3 event. While the mode3178

data are usually dropped after the decomposition process, the mode2 event is179

passed to the GRETINA event builder process.180

The GRETINA event builder receives the Ge-detector events from the many181

decomposition processes running on the GRETINA computer farm. Each event182

has a time stamp and a payload of data and the event builder orders them183

according to the time stamps and writes them to disk. The GRETINA event184

builder does not build coincidences by combining events with similar or identi-185

cal time stamp; this task remains for the data analysis. The GRETINA event186

builder does also accept events from other event sources, such as ancillary de-187

tector systems. For online monitoring purposes, the event builder provides an188

interface for analysis software packages to tap into the built event stream.189

The GRETINA computing resources are capable of processing 30,000 γ rays190

per second. Event buffering allows brief periods exceeding this limit. In case the191

buffer capacity is exhausted, an inhibit mechanism suppresses further triggers192

at the front-end electronics until sufficient buffer capacity is restored. The193

same inhibit mechanism is activated when any component of the GRETINA194

DAQ system exceeds its data transfer bandwidth. In each data run, the total195

durations of inhibit periods are measured and reported by the GRETINA DAQ196

system. For typical experiments performed during the GRETINA campaigns at197

NSCL, this kind of deadtime is irrelevant as the in-beam trigger rates are well198

below these limits. It should be noted that, aside from this inhibit mechanism,199

GRETINA has no global deadtime.200

Another source of deadtime in GRETINA is a channel-wise deadtime, related201

to the local event buffering scheme implemented on the digitizer boards. A local202

trigger, usually derived from the central contact of the Ge crystal, initiates the203

conversion and local buffering of the energy filter and waveform data. This204

processing takes approximately 15-20 µs and acts as a channel deadtime since205
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the local buffering of any other hit in the same detector occurring during this206

time window will be discarded. The channel deadtime is monitored and reported207

for each run as the ratio of locally buffered events and the amount of local208

triggers. Typical Ge detector rates in in-beam experiments at NSCL were well209

below 1 kHz which translates into a channel deadtime of 2% or less. For the210

second campaign of GRETINA at NSCL, the local buffering scheme of the211

digitizer boards was changed so that only validated events are buffered for the212

readout. Since in the experiments the validation is typically initiated by a213

particle trigger in the S800 spectrograph, this new buffering scheme is 100%214

efficient as long as a second event does not occur in the same digitizer channel215

during the validation window of typical 4 − 6 µs length. However, events that216

close in time would pile-up in energy in any case.217

2.3. The data acquisition system of the S800 spectrograph218

The data acquisition architecture used for the magnetic S800 spectrograph is219

based on a classic event-by-event readout scheme. The event readout is initiated220

by a master trigger signal, prompting the conversion for all detector channels,221

for example amplitude conversion in ADC modules or timing in TDC modules.222

After conversion, the data are read out from the modules by the corresponding223

crate controllers and transferred to an acquisition computer via a USB interface.224

Depending on the number of detector channels fired, the whole readout process225

takes 120-200 µs. No other master trigger can be issued during this period.226

The generation of the master trigger is controlled by the versatile trigger227

logic of the S800 spectrograph. The logic allows trigger conditions to be set on228

multiple trigger sources as well as coincidence conditions between two trigger229

sources. The fast focal-plane scintillator is usually taken as the trigger source230

for the S800 spectrograph. A time stamp mechanism assigns a time stamp for231

each event. It is implemented as a counter which runs on clock cycles provided232

by an internal or external clock source at a frequency of up to 20 MHz. For233

deadtime determination, the S800 DAQ system offers scaler data, counting the234

input count rate of the several trigger sources and the number of generated235
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triggers. A 10 kHz clock signal and a copy of it vetoed by the S800 DAQ busy236

signal are recorded by the scaler modules as well and provide a direct measure237

of the livetime of the system.238

2.4. Interfacing GRETINA and S800239

Combining the S800 spectrograph and GRETINA is accomplished through240

the time stamps that both data acquisition systems provide. Time-stamp syn-241

chronization between both systems is achieved by providing the GRETINA242

clock signal, downscaled to 12.5 MHz, as a reference for the S800 time-stamp243

counter. At the start of a data taking run, all time-stamp counters are reset to244

zero, allowing coincidence correlation of S800-GRETINA events by means of a245

simple time-stamp comparison. While the S800 focal plane detectors can tol-246

erate count rates of up to 6-10 kHz, deadtime considerations make it desirable247

to limit the master-trigger rate to 1.5 kHz or less. For that purpose, the fast248

trigger output from the GRETINA Trigger Timing & Control logic is used in249

the S800 trigger logic to form the GRETINA-S800 coincidences, reducing the250

master trigger rate in the S800 DAQ system. A coincidence window width of251

600 ns is typically used to accommodate the time walk in the GRETINA trigger252

signals originating from the leading-edge discriminator algorithms used on the253

GRETINA digitizer boards. The master trigger from the S800 logic is also sent254

to the GRETINA Trigger Timing & Control logic and used to validate events255

in GRETINA with a validation window width of typically 4 µs or longer.256

The granularity of the 12.5 MHz time-stamp clock is sufficient for the corre-257

lation of S800-GRETINA coincidences, but not to recover the detector timing258

properties between the Ge detectors of GRETINA and the scintillators of the259

S800 spectrograph. Therefore, the master trigger signal from the S800 DAQ260

is also fed into a dedicated digitizer card in GRETINA and read out by the261

GRETINA DAQ. This provides an S800 timing reference in GRETINA since262

all timing measurements in the S800 system are performed relative to the mas-263

ter trigger. The quality of this timing reference is sufficient to recover the Ge264

detector timing performance of 10 ns relative to a fast plastic scintillator signal265
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from the S800. Master trigger signals are at least 100 µs apart in time because266

of the duration of an S800 readout cycle. This separation is significantly longer267

than the digitizer channel deadtime and ensures that the master trigger signals268

are processed in the dedicated digitizer in GRETINA with essentially 100% effi-269

ciency. This property is routinely used as a diagnostic tool, namely every S800270

event has to have its counterpart in the GRETINA event stream.271

The event data measured by the S800 DAQ are sent to the GRETINA event272

builder process where they are merged with the GRETINA data and stored.273

The combined data stream is also made available for online data analysis and274

monitoring of the proper operation of all detector channels.275

3. Source measurements276

3.1. Energy resolution and γ-γ timing277

During its operation at NSCL, GRETINA was thoroughly characterized with278

γ-ray calibration sources. Energy resolutions of 1.6 keV at 122 keV and 2.4 keV279

at 1332 keV were extracted from the spectrum sum of all 32 individual crystal280

singles spectra in the second campaign. For the first campaign, worse resolutions281

of 2.2 keV at 122 keV and 2.8 keV at 1332 keV were measured and traced back282

to a less sophisticated energy algorithm implemented on the digitizer firmware283

at the time.284

The detector timing characteristic was measured from γ-γ coincidences with285

a 60Co source. For each detector, the decomposition process reports the time286

stamp of the leading-edge trigger and the so-called t0 value. The time t0 de-287

scribes the signal start in a trace ensemble of a crystal and is a fit parameter288

computed in the signal decomposition process. As the traces are aligned and289

read out relative to the leading-edge trigger, the sum of the leading-edge time290

value and t0 provides the detector time with sub-bin timing granularity. The291

γ-γ coincidence timing for events with two or more detectors fired is calculated292

as the difference between those detector times, while the time of the detector293

reporting the highest energy is taken as the timing reference. A coincidence294
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timing resolution of 14 ns FWHM was achieved for all GRETINA events gated295

on the 1173 keV-1332 keV coincidences. This value worsens to 20 ns when the296

1173 keV gate is changed to detected γ-ray energies of around 300 keV (Comp-297

ton events) in the same data. At this energy of 300 keV, the timing peak starts298

to develop an additional structure towards later detector times, extending up299

to 300 ns. At 300 keV this region of events with worse timing contains around300

5% of the events while at 100 keV this number increases to 40%. As a con-301

sequence, careful consideration is needed for placing time gates in the analysis302

of low-energy γ-ray yields, as too tightly set timing gates can easily cut into303

GRETINA’s low-energy efficiency.304

3.2. Absolute efficiency305

In many experiments with GRETINA at NSCL, a primary experimental306

observable is the cross section for populating excited states, tagged by their307

prompt γ decays as measured in GRETINA. Therefore, the absolute detection308

efficiency of the S800-GRETINA setup is a crucial performance parameter and309

was thoroughly characterized for each of the detector configuration realized at310

NSCL. One efficiency commonly quoted for tracking arrays is the calorimeter311

efficiency for sources with γ-ray multiplicity 1, for which all energies detected in312

an event are added first and put in a single spectrum. Obviously, for 60Co and313

any other calibration source with γ-ray multiplicity larger than 1, the calorime-314

ter spectrum will likely collect contributions from all coincident γ rays in an315

event, making the extraction of a calorimeter efficiency from those spectra a316

challenging task [20]. The calorimeter efficiency describes the upper limit for317

the efficiency achievable after the tracking procedure and is therefore an im-318

portant benchmark for a tracking array. The calorimeter efficiency depends on319

the detector arrangement as it is more likely to recover γ rays scattering out of320

one crystal into another the more compact the configuration is. Of course, for321

in-beam experiments with γ multiplicities that are typically larger than 1, the322

calorimeter efficiency has less relevance.323

The singles efficiency of a tracking array can be measured more easily. For324
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that, the individual spectra of each Ge crystal are summed into one singles spec-325

trum that is then analyzed. For calibration sources with low γ-ray multiplicity326

any contribution from cross scattering removing a good full-energy-peak count327

from the peak in the spectrum, as well as the probability that more than one328

γ ray is emitted towards the same detector crystal in an event are considered329

to be negligible. The latter assumption is justified as a Ge crystal is covering330

less than 1% of the 4π solid angle. Another advantage of extracting a singles331

efficiency is that this efficiency stays the same for different array configurations.332

3.2.1. The GRETINA singles efficiency333

The measured singles efficiency curve for GRETINA consisting of 32 crystals334

is shown in figure 2. The calibration sources used had activities of less than 2 µCi335

and produced a rate of several hundred Hz per Ge crystal, causing a total trigger336

rate of up to 25 kHz in GRETINA. The GRETINA computer farm can handle337

this rate of signal decomposition processes and so all source calibration data338

were taken in the same acquisition mode of GRETINA as the in-beam data.339

The absolute efficiency of the array was extracted using a 152Eu source with340

known activity, the peak integrals in the acquired spectra, the γ-ray yield per341

disintegration [21], and the acquisition time corrected for the deadtime. This342

deadtime correction is small (< 2 %) in the case that the GRETINA readout was343

triggered locally by the GRETINA Trigger Timing & Control logic since only the344

channel deadtime of 15 µs has to be considered. In the case that the GRETINA345

fast trigger signal was used in the S800 trigger logic to trigger a γ-ray event,346

the deadtime was considerable at about 60-70%, as each trigger also initiated a347

readout cycle in the S800 DAQ as well. This deadtime was obtained solely from348

the S800 deadtime measurement using its raw and live clock measurements. In349

either trigger mode, the same absolute singles efficiency for the 152Eu source350

was extracted, proving the validity of the deadtime measurement. The error351

bars for the 152Eu data points are given by the uncertainty of the γ-ray yields352

and the source activity. The activity of the 152Eu calibration source is quoted353

with 1.4% accuracy by the manufacturer.354
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Absolute efficiency data points were also determined with 60Co and 88Y us-355

ing coincidences with a LaBr3:Ce scintillation detector. The strategy of this356

measurement with a multiplicity 2 source is that for any full-energy-peak event357

measured in the scintillator, the coincident γ ray must have been present and358

may or may not be detected in GRETINA. Absolute efficiencies can then be ex-359

tracted from the ratio of the full-energy-peak events detected in GRETINA in360

coincidence with the corresponding energy in the LaBr3:Ce scintillator divided361

by the number of full-energy-peak events recorded in the scintillator in singles.362

Practically, the signal of the LaBr3:Ce scintillator was fed into the S800 spectro-363

graph electronics, replacing the signal of the focal plane trigger detector. The364

trigger condition of the S800-GRETINA DAQ was set on S800 singles, i.e. in365

this case LaBr3:Ce singles. Offline, the GRETINA singles spectrum for events366

in coincidences with the corresponding full-energy-peak events in the LaBr3:Ce367

scintillator was created. If the software energy gate is set on the higher-lying368

60Co line in the LaBr3:Ce detector spectrum, then the absolute efficiency is the369

ratio of the full-energy-peak counts obtained from the GRETINA singles spec-370

trum over the number of events in the scintillator that satisfy the same energy371

gate condition 3. Still, two corrections must be considered. The first correc-372

tion is the random coincidence rate which can be estimated from the amount373

of full-energy-peak events of the higher line seen in the gated GRETINA spec-374

trum, i.e. the 1.33 MeV line still seen in GRETINA while gated on 1.33 MeV375

in the LaBr3:Ce detector. For the low-activity sources used, this effect is in the376

order of 10−3, so for every 1000 counts observed in the 1.17 MeV peak in the377

gated GRETINA spectrum just 1-2 counts appear in the 1.33 MeV peak due378

to random coincidences. A second correction is needed to account for the γ-γ379

angular correlation [22] and can be calculated from the correlation coefficients380

[21] and the array configuration. For the data presented here, this correction381

was computed to be of the order of 1-3 % for the different configurations and is382

3For 88Y the β-decay branch directly feeding the 1836 keV level needs to be considered,

too.
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included in the quoted efficiency. When the energy gate condition is set on the383

lower-lying line in the LaBr3:Ce scintillator singles spectrum, one needs to con-384

sider that the higher γ energy, scattered out of the scintillator, may also satisfy385

the same energy gate condition. This can be seen in the coincident GRETINA386

singles spectrum, which shows a considerable peak for the lower energy in ad-387

dition to the higher energy line. From its peak integral, the number of those388

events scattering out of the scintillator can be estimated. In the data presented389

here, 2-4% of the LaBr3:Ce singles events in the gate for the lower energy line390

stem from those scatters. Using the method outlined in this paragraph, the391

absolute singles efficiency of GRETINA (consisting of 8 detector modules) at392

898 keV, 1173 keV, 1332 keV, and 1836 keV are 6.08(4)%, 5.49(5)%, 5.07(5)%,393

and 4.06(3)%. The errors quoted are statistical.394

A singles measurement with a 56Co source was used for accessing the effi-395

ciency beyond 1.84 MeV. The activity of that source was unknown and so the396

relative efficiency was extracted and scaled to best fit with the absolute effi-397

ciency points in the energy region from 800 keV to 2 MeV. These scaled 56Co398

data points and the absolute efficiency data points obtained with the 152Eu399

source and the LaBr3:Ce coincidence measurements are shown in figure 2 and400

used to extract the overall experimental efficiency curve shown in the same401

figure. The error of the efficiency curve can be estimated from the residuum402

distribution centered at 0 with a σ of 0.11. Most data points that contribute to403

the residuum are located in the energy region from 1 to 1.5 MeV with an ab-404

solute efficiency value of ǫsingles ≈ 5%, so one may conclude that the efficiency405

curve overall describes the efficiency within 2-3% accuracy.406

3.3. Calorimeter and nearest-neighbor add-back mode407

The singles efficiency does not capitalize on the capability of GRETINA to408

recover the energy of γ rays scattered between crystals. It is ultimately the409

task of a tracking algorithm to combine the measured interaction points to a410

full-energy-peak γ-ray event. The gain in counts in a peak for a particular411

tracking strategy can be measured relative to the peak counts obtained in the412
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singles spectrum and is called the add-back factor. The add-back factors for413

the calorimeter mode at γ-ray multiplicity 1 and energies of 898 keV, 1173 keV,414

1332 keV, and 1836 keV were extracted from the LaBr3:Ce coincidence data415

as 1.416(5), 1.453(5), 1.470(5), and 1.544(5). Those values were obtained for416

GRETINA in NSCL’s standard configuration consisting of 8 detector modules417

and an energy threshold of ≈ 50 keV. At 1.3 MeV, this translates into a calorime-418

ter efficiency of 7.3% using the singles efficiency value from the efficiency curve419

parametrization from figure 2.420

Though the add-back analysis appears to be a relative measurement, it is421

necessary to consider the impact of deadtime and random coincidences. The422

latter may remove counts from the full-energy peak in the calorimeter spectrum423

in case of a random coincidence. For γ-ray multiplicity=1, this effect can be424

conveniently estimated by comparing the full-energy-peak counts in the singles425

spectrum with the calorimeter spectrum, where the latter spectrum is gated on426

detector fold=1 events. Because a full-energy-peak count in the singles spec-427

trum implies that exactly one crystal was hit, the same number of counts is428

expected in the corresponding, fold-one-gated calorimeter spectrum if no ran-429

dom coincidence increased the measured detector fold. The ratio of peak counts430

in the fold-one calorimeter spectrum over peak counts in the singles spectrum431

provides a measure of the impact of random coincidences. Because only weak432

sources were used for the data presented here, the value of this measure turned433

out to be insignificant (>0.995), and therefore no corrections attributed to ran-434

dom coincidences were needed or applied. It is worthwhile to note that a similar435

analysis can be performed for γ-ray multiplicities>1 if the sum peak is investi-436

gated instead of the peaks from the individual γ-ray transitions. Concerning the437

deadtime, the channel deadtime in GRETINA leads to a detector-fold depen-438

dent deadtime. If LTchn = (1−DTchn) describes the channel livetime (LT) and439

deadtime (DT), then the probability for all hit detectors in an n-fold event to be440

alive is given as (LTchn)
n. Naturally, if one or more hit detectors are not alive in441

a full-energy-peak event, the energies of the remaining detectors cannot add up442

to the full-energy-peak in the spectrum and this event is then wrongly accounted443
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as Compton background. For the data discussed here, this effect is small and444

deemed negligible since the low count rates translate into LTchn > 0.99 and the445

detector fold is usually 1-2. For example, for the 1.84 MeV full-energy-peak446

events from 88Y only 5% of the events have a detector fold larger than 2.447

As mentioned earlier in this section, the calorimeter mode is not a viable448

mode for in-beam spectroscopy as one usually encounters γ-ray multiplicities449

exceeding 1. A simple approach to recover the cross-scattered γ rays to some450

extent is the so-called nearest-neighbor add-back procedure. Two detectors are451

called nearest neighbors when they share a common boundary, such as two452

crystals next to one another within a cryostat as well as two crystals next to453

one another in two adjacent GRETINA modules. Four different spectrum types454

are defined:455

• n0-spectrum: This spectrum is incremented for each hit detector when456

none of its nearest neighbor detectors has fired.457

• n1-spectrum: Two detectors A, B which are nearest neighbors have fired,458

and all other nearest neighbor detectors of A and B have not fired. In459

this case, the energies from detector A and B are added and the result is460

incremented in the n1-spectrum.461

• n2-spectrum: Three detectors A, B, and C are all pair-wise nearest neigh-462

bors and have fired and all other nearest neighbors of A, B, or C have not463

registered a hit. All three energies are added and the sum is incremented464

in the n2-spectrum.465

• ng-spectrum: Collects all detector events which do not fulfill the n0, n1,466

or n2 conditions. No adding of energies is done.467

The idea behind this simple approach is that if nearest-neighbor detectors have468

fired, it is more likely that a γ ray scattered from one detector into another469

than that two coincident γ rays were detected. If several neighboring detectors470

have fired, like three detectors A, B, and C in a row, meaning A and C are both471

nearest neighbors of B, but A and C are not nearest neighbors, the situation472
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becomes unclear and those events are collected in the ng-spectrum as three473

counts at the energies seen in detectors A, B, and C. The spectra n0, n1, and474

sometimes n2 are added into one add-back spectrum and the add-back factor can475

be extracted from the gain in peak counts with respect to the singles spectrum.476

In figure 3, the singles and add-back spectra obtained from a 60Co source run477

taken in the 8 GRETINA module standard configuration are shown. Here, only478

n0 and n1 spectra were added together. For the 1.33 MeV line, one can see the479

more than 30% gain in statistics. One also notes the six-fold gain in statistics for480

the sum peak of the 1.17 MeV and 1.33 MeV at 2506 keV. For the sum spectrum,481

naively one may expect just a gain of two as only two detectors are added, i.e.482

covering twice the solid angle. But the logic for the n1 spectrum implies that483

any neighbor can be hit, and as a crystal has on average four neighbors in this484

particular array configuration, the increase in solid angle coverage is five-fold,485

close to the observed add-back gain of six for the sum peak. If the add-back486

spectrum is made from n0, n1, and n2, the add-back gain for the sum peak487

increases from 6.16 to 10.15, while for the 1.33 MeV line only an increase from488

1.33 to 1.36 is seen. Close to the sum peak energy, the 2614 keV line is again a489

single γ ray from natural background radiation, and its much smaller add-back490

factor underlines that the much larger gain for 2506 keV peak is solely due to491

the sum-peak characteristics. The same figure shows in the bottom panel the ng492

spectrum for the same energies. Its small full-energy-peak statistics compared to493

the add-back statistics (< 10−3) justifies discarding those events when creating494

an add-back spectrum.495

Table 1 summarizes the add-back factors measured for different γ-ray ener-496

gies for 8 GRETINA modules in the NSCL standard configuration. Add-back497

factors are given at individual γ-ray energies for n0-n1 and n0-n1-n2 add-back498

spectra as well as for the calorimeter mode when the coincidence method with499

the LaBr3:Ce scintillator was used. For the
60Co and 88Y source measurements500

without an ancillary trigger detector, the add-back factors at the higher γ energy501

are given only for n0-n1 and n0-n1-n2 spectra, since the calorimeter spectrum502

is dominated by the summing effect of the two coincident γ rays. The add-back503
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factors seen here are smaller for the same reason, namely that both γ rays can504

interact in the same solid angle in GRETINA, therefore producing a crystal hit505

pattern not meeting the n0, n1, or n2 condition, or summing up to the wrong506

energy. Comparing the calorimeter add-back factors with the n0-n1 add-back507

shows that these values differ by less than 10%, or in other words, the simple508

n0-n1 add-back already recovers more than 90% of GRETINA’s calorimeter full-509

energy-peak efficiency. Contrary to the calorimeter mode, the nearest-neighbor510

add-back routine can be applied in measurements with modest γ-ray multiplici-511

ties as the ones that have been part of NSCL’s fast-beam campaigns. When the512

n0-n1-n2 add-back is performed, the add-back factor increases only marginally513

by 2-3% as compared to the n0-n1 add-back, but as discussed in the previ-514

ous paragraph, at the expense that any sum peak would gain 50% or more in515

statistics.516

The same table 1 also lists the peak-to-total values obtained from the spectra.517

The peak intensities of the corresponding γ-ray transitions were obtained from518

a simple integral over the peak region corrected for the background estimated519

from a linear interpolation between the regions left and right from the peak. The520

total counts were obtained as the spectrum integral from 150 keV up to (and521

including) the peak of the highest γ-ray transition observed from the source.522

The sum-peak and the region beyond the peak of the most energetic transition523

were not considered in the peak-to-total evaluation. The values show that the524

peak-to-total values for the calorimeter mode and the add-back modes are not525

far apart, and both are a significant improvement as compared to results for526

the singles spectra. For the peak-to-total results of the source measurement527

without ancillary coincidences, the values are essentially the mean value from528

the two corresponding γ-ray lines, showing that the γ-ray multiplicity of 2 does529

not significantly impact the n0-n1 and n0-n1-n2 add-back. Furthermore, both530

add-back approaches deliver nearly identical performances in terms of peak-to-531

total.532

In summary, the simple add-back algorithm described here is an efficient533

procedure which recovers more than 90% of the spectral performance of the534
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GRETINA calorimeter properties in terms of efficiency and peak-to-total. In535

contrast to the calorimeter mode, which is only a viable option for a γ-ray536

multiplicity of 1, the nearest-neighbor add-back approach can be applied to537

data of moderate γ-ray multiplicity.538

Add-back factor peak-to-total

calorimeter n0n1 n0n1n2 singles calorimeter n0n1 n0n1n2

1.86 MeV 1.53 1.42 1.46 0.171 0.324 0.294 0.296

1.33 MeV 1.46 1.36 1.40 0.208 0.355 0.337 0.339

1.17 MeV 1.45 1.36 1.39 0.225 0.394 0.362 0.365

898 keV 1.41 1.33 1.35 0.254 0.428 0.397 0.398

60Co n.a. 1.33 1.36 0.229 n.a. 0.360 0.362

88Y n.a. 1.37 1.41 0.216 n.a. 0.348 0.349

Table 1: Summary of the measured add-back factors and peak-to-total values obtained with

60Co and 88Y sources for the calorimeter mode and the add-back procedure. For the individ-

ual energies listed in the upper four rows, the single-peak spectrum was analyzed which was

extracted in coincidence with a LaBr detector. For the two bottom rows the source spectra

were measured in GRETINA without an additional LaBr detector and the add-back factor is

given for the higher energy. For those spectra, as the γ-ray multiplicity is >1, the determi-

nation of an add-back factor or peak-to-total is not applicable for the calorimeter mode (see

text).

539

4. Performance of GRETINA for in-beam spectroscopy at interme-540

diate beam energies541

Experiments utilizing fast beams of rare isotopes at NSCL are typically542

carried out at beam energies of 80-100 MeV/u. This corresponds to velocities of543

40% the speed of light and leads to considerable Doppler-shift and Lorentz-boost544

effects of the γ rays measured in the laboratory frame. Both effects needs to be545
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Figure 3: The figure compares the peaks at 1.33 MeV, 2.51 MeV (sum peak), and 2.61 MeV

(background) obtained as singles and with add-back (n0 and n1 ) in the top row. The bottom

row shows the counts that were identified as ng, a measure of the counts discarded in the

proposed add-back procedure.
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accounted and corrected for to achieve optimal energy resolution in the measured546

γ-ray spectra and valid γ-ray efficiencies. The impact of angular distribution547

on the in-beam efficiency may need to be considered as well, depending on the548

alignment of the γ-ray emitting reaction products, see for example [23]. For the549

data presented in this work the angular distributions measured in the laboratory550

system were compatible with an isotropic distribution in the rest frame of the551

γ-ray emitting fragments.552

4.1. Doppler-shift reconstruction553

The relationship between a γ-ray energy, Erest, emitted in the rest frame of554

a nucleus moving at a velocity v in the laboratory system and the γ-ray energy,555

Elab, observed is given as556

Erest = Elab

1− β cos(θ)
√

1− β2
(1)

with β = v/c, c the speed of light, and θ is the observation angle in the labora-557

tory with respect to the direction of ~v.558

For studying the Doppler-shift correction capability of GRETINA, excited559

states in 28Si were populated in a multi-nucleon removal reaction from a 36Ar560

beam at 86 MeV/u on a 100 mg/cm2 Be target located at the center of GRETINA.561

The reaction residues were detected and identified event-by-event in the focal562

plane of the S800 spectrograph. Though the selected spectrograph setting was563

centered on 34Ar, the two-neutron removal channel, the projectile fragmentation564

leading to 28Si was one of the strongest reaction channels observed in the focal565

plane and provided a high-statistics data set of Doppler-shifted 1779 keV γ rays566

from its 2+ → 0+ transition. In this measurement, GRETINA was set up with567

four modules at 58◦ and four modules at 90◦.568

In the simplest application of eq. 1 the angle θ is reconstructed event-by-569

event relative to the beam axis using the coordinates of the first interaction of570

the γ ray in GRETINA and the location of the target. As the first interaction,571
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the coordinates of the hit with the highest-energy deposition is chosen, the572

so called main interaction. For β, a fixed mean value is used which lines up573

the reconstructed peak at the proper energy of 1779 keV for every GRETINA574

detector. In this specific case β=0.3722 was used. With this correction, an575

energy resolution of 2.8% (FWHM) of the 1779 keV line is achieved in the576

Doppler-reconstructed γ-ray singles spectrum. The measured energy resolution577

improves to 1.1% if the angle θ in eq. 1 is instead calculated event-by-event with578

respect to the particle trajectory at the target location as ray traced from focal-579

plane data of the S800 spectrograph. This significant improvement is expected580

as the scattering angles of 28Si residues cover the full angular acceptance of the581

S800 (about ±60 mrad), while the accuracy of the trajectory reconstructed with582

the spectrograph is on the order of a few mrad and the position resolution of583

4-5 mm FWHM in GRETINA translates into an angle resolution of ≈20 mrad584

(FWHM).585

The energy resolution after Doppler reconstruction is improved further to586

1.0% by taking into account an event-by-event correction for the value of β587

used in eq. 1. Besides the reconstructed dispersive and non-dispersive scattering588

angles used for calculating the particle’s trajectory, the S800 spectrograph also589

provides a value for dT/T where T is the kinetic energy of the fragment. Using590

the relativistic relationship591

dβ

β
=

1

γ(γ + 1)

dT

T
(2)

with γ = 1/(
√

1− β2) allows an event-by-event correction, dβ, to the fixed592

value of β. It should be noted that dT/T is the kinetic energy measurement593

of the fragment behind the target, and thus not necessarily at the time the594

γ-ray emission occurred. In experiments at the lowest reaction rates, usually595

thicker targets are used for GRETINA-S800 science experiments to increase596

the luminosity, causing significant energy-loss (velocity change) in the target,597

rendering this correction without effect for those cases.598
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The non-dispersive position of the reaction residue at the target is also recon-599

structed event-by-event. The angle θ in eq. 1 can be refined by using this value600

to adjust the location of the γ-ray emission. In the data discussed here, this par-601

ticular correction had no impact as the incoming (stable) 36Ar beam profile had602

a small spread in the non-dispersive direction. However, the GRETINA cam-603

paign did include experiments for which this correction yielded a measurable604

improvement of the energy resolution.605

The statistics collected for the 1779 keV line were sufficient to investigate606

this peak in each individual detector crystal. Shown in figure 4 are the peak607

centroids, correlated with the azimuthal position of the corresponding crystals.608

So far in the Doppler-shift reconstruction, the incoming beam is assumed to609

coincide with the optical beam axis, thereby placing the location of the γ-ray610

emission at the center of GRETINA. For the forward detectors a clear correla-611

tion can be seen that is less pronounced for the detectors at 90◦. This suggests612

that the point of the γ-ray emission has an offset relative to the optical beam613

axis, changing the observation angle θ in eq.1 for the forward detectors but614

with minor impact for detectors located closer to 90◦. In cases where the beam615

hits the target with an offset angle with respect to the beam axis, the same616

correlation would be seen for all detectors, independent of their polar position.617

This observation justifies the last step in the Doppler-reconstruction procedure,618

namely varying a five-parameter set describing a beam spot offset (x, y), tar-619

get offset z, and beam angle offset (θbeam, φbeam) which aligns the centroids620

measured in the individual crystals. For the data discussed here, the optimized621

parameter set moves the beam spot by 5 mm perpendicular with respect to the622

optical beam axis and sets the beam offset angle θbeam at 2 mrad. With those623

offset parameters applied for the Doppler-shift reconstruction, the measured624

centroids scatter around the mean value of 1779 keV with a standard deviation625

of less than 1 keV. The maximum discrepancy is 2.2 keV, found for a crystal at626

a polar angle of 75◦. Assuming that this energy shift is entirely caused by an627

improper angle used in the Doppler-shift procedure, this energy shift translates628

into an angle shift of 3 mrad. At a distance of 200 mm, this angle corresponds to629
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Figure 4: The top graph shows the centroids of the 2+ → 0+ transitions in 28Si measured

in the individual GRETINA crystals after Doppler-shift correction assuming that the mean

28Si trajectory runs along the optical beam axis. The abscissa describes the azimuth angle of

the individual crystals. The bottom graph shows the full-width-half-maximum obtained with

the crystals at the different polar angles. The curve shows a fit of a function describing the

Doppler broadening.
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a displacement of just 0.6 mm. This is a remarkable precision considering that630

the interaction points used are measured in the crystal coordinate system and631

then translated into the lab system, using the nominal detector positions given632

by the computer model of GRETINA. This result underlines the precision of the633

frame mechanics and the tight tolerances of the detector assemblies themselves634

as delivered by the manufacturer.635

In terms of resolution, the 1779 keV transition is measured with a FWHM of636

0.9% when all corrections discussed above are applied. Figure 4 gives the energy637

resolution after Doppler-shift reconstruction averaged for detector crystals at638

similar polar angles, plotted versus the observation angle. The curve in the639

same plot is the result of fitting the formula for Doppler broadening as reported640

in eq. 5 of Ref. [2]. The uncertainty ∆β = 0.012 is in good agreement with641

the expectation from an energy-loss calculation. The uncertainty ∆θ has a642

contribution of 14 mrad for the detection angle. Also, the beam spot size in the643

dispersive direction needs to be taken into account. It is modeled as 36 mrad644

× cos(θ) and is considered as an additional contribution to ∆θ. The value of645

36 mrad corresponds to a spot size of 7 mm, and is in agreement with the beam646

profile imaged during the beam tuning on a viewer target placed at the target647

position. Note, that the fit values are given as FWHM, not σ. The value of648

14 mrad for the detection angle resolution translates at a 200 mm distance into649

a position resolution of σ=1.2 mm and is significantly better than the position650

resolution of 1.9 mm reported in [12]. An explanation may relate to the γ-ray651

energy. In [12] the position resolution was obtained with a 137Cs source at652

662 keV, while in this work, a three times higher γ-ray energy is investigated.653

The γ-ray peak resulting in a FWHM of 0.9% is shown in panel a) of figure 5.654

The shape of the peak is not Gaussian but shows extended tails to both sides.655

Panel c) shows the same data, but the center-of-mass coordinates of the segment656

with the highest energy deposition are used for the Doppler-shift correction. The657

significant improvement from c) to a) is obvious.658
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4.2. Using tracking for first-hit identification659

A simple tracking algorithm was evaluated for the identification of the first660

hit. If several interaction points in a crystal are reported by the decomposition661

process, this algorithm calculates for all possible sequences a figure-of-merit662

(FoM) defined as663

FoM =
∑ (cosΘi

en − cosΘi
vec)

2

wi

(3)

with Θi
vec the geometric angle that uses the coordinates of the interaction points664

and Θi
en the angle obtained from the energy depositions at those interaction665

points using the Compton scattering formula. The sum runs over all scatters666

in the sequence of points with the center of GRETINA fixed as the origin of667

the γ-ray emission and the initial γ-ray energy taken as the total energy mea-668

sured in the crystal. The parameter wi is a weight and usually chosen as the669

number of interactions. The advantage of using the cosine of the angles is the670

simple treatment of cases where the reported energies result in a solution with671

cos Θi
en < − 1 for the Compton formula, which are naturally taken care of in672

this definition for the FoM.673

Of all possible permutations, the sequence with the smallest FoM value,674

FoMmin
trk , is considered the most compatible with the Compton-scattering pro-675

cess and the coordinate of the first interaction point in this scattering sequence676

is taken for the Doppler-shift correction. In order to compare with the main-677

interaction approach, a further value FoMmin
main is obtained in the same fashion,678

but with the main interaction point fixed as the first interaction for all per-679

mutations. Therefore, the value of FoMmin
main is always greater than or equal680

to FoMmin
trk . They are equal if the main interaction point and tracked first681

interaction point coincide.682

Applied to the 1779 keV transition from the data on 28Si as shown in figure 5,683

this approach reports that the main interaction and tracked first interaction are684

identical for about half of the peak counts. For events where those interactions685

are different, panel b) in figure 5 shows the Doppler-reconstructed spectrum686

using the main interaction coordinates, while in panel d), for the same events,687
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the tracked first interaction coordinates are used. The superior resolution of688

the peak using the main interaction is obvious and shows experimentally that689

the main interaction is a valid approximation for the coordinates of the first690

interaction in a position sensitive detector.691

Comparing spectrum b) with a) in figure 5 shows that the peak base appears692

to be broader in b). A comparison was done with the Doppler-reconstructed693

spectrum only containing the events for which the reported tracked first inter-694

action and main interaction are identical, which is equivalent to the spectrum695

difference between a) and b). This spectrum shows a FWHM improved by 15%696

compared to b) and the width at one tenth of the maximum shows an improve-697

ment of 30%, indicating a substantial reduction of the tails extending to both698

sides of the peak.699

A subset of the data was identified where the use of the first tracked interac-700

tion for the Doppler reconstruction led to an improvement of about 30% FWHM701

as compared to using the main interaction. This subset consists of events where702

the number of interactions reported by the decomposition process equals the703

number of hit segments in the crystal, and the differences between FoMmin
main704

and FoMmin
trk are in the range of 1 to 3. If instead for the FoM difference a705

range of 0.1 to 1, or greater than 3 is chosen, correcting with respect to the706

main interaction results in narrower peak shapes. A weight wi = 1 was used for707

computing those FoM values according to eq. 3. This subset of events contains708

less than 5% of the peak intensity, making this result of minor relevance for709

performing the Doppler-shift correction of the whole data set.710

From this investigation, the conclusion can be drawn that, for the purpose711

of Doppler-shift correction, the spatial coordinates of the main interaction is at712

present a better choice than the first interaction found by a simple tracking al-713

gorithm based on the energy-angle relationship of the Compton effect. In terms714

of an experimental evaluation of the tracking concept, one needs to appreciate715

that its primary goal is to discriminate full-energy-peak γ-ray events in order to716

improve the peak-to-total ratio. This is not necessarily equivalent to finding the717

best approximation of the first interaction. But the tracking result is usable as718
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a quality benchmark, as shown by the improved peak shape when events with719

the first tracked interaction equal to the main interaction are considered.720

4.3. In-beam γ-ray detection efficiency of GRETINA721

The in-beam γ-ray detection efficiency of GRETINA was experimentally722

verified by analyzing the γ-ray yields of the various reaction products produced723

by multi-nucleon removal reactions from 36Ar on a Be target at a beam energy724

of 85 MeV/u. The S800 spectrograph was set on the two-neutron removal725

channel leading to 34Ar, but a wide variety of reaction products were collected726

in the spectrograph’s focal plane. The very same measurement with the same727

spectrograph setting using the same 100 mg/cm2 Be target had been performed728

in the past, using the well-characterized SeGA array [9], allowing the consistency729

of the yields extracted with both devices to serve as a benchmark here. The730

yields were extracted from the ratio of the efficiency-corrected full-energy peak731

counts from the Doppler-reconstructed γ-ray spectra and the number of reaction732

residues of the selected isotope collected at the S800 focal plane. The equality of733

the spectrograph acceptance in both experiments ensured the same population734

of excited states of the investigated nuclei. In figure 6, the γ-ray peak of the735

2+ → 0+ transitions at 2091 keV in 34Ar is shown, measured in GRETINA as736

well as with SeGA. For GRETINA, the singles spectrum Doppler-shift corrected737

with respect to the main interaction is considered, no add-back nor processing738

with a γ-ray tracking algorithm was applied.739

In order to extract the counts in the full-energy peak from the spectrum, a740

fit based on GEANT simulations [16, 24] was performed and used to describe741

the background in the peak region, but not the peak itself. As seen in the742

previous section, the experimental Doppler-reconstructed peaks show significant743

tails to both sides and the resulting peak shape and hence the peak area is not744

well reproduced by the simulation. To describe the spectrum, the fit scales745

the simulated response spectra for the γ transitions dominating the region of746

several hundred keV width around the peak of interest and a single or double747

exponential function for describing the beam-induced background. For the peak748
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Figure 5: In-beam spectra of the 1779 keV transition using different approaches for the

Doppler-shift correction are shown. The FWHM taken from the spectra are indicated as

dashed lines. In a), the spatial coordinates of the main interaction are used, while in c) the

coordinate of the segment center with the highest energy deposition is chosen for the Doppler

reconstruction. For events where the first interaction obtained from a tracking algorithm is

not identical with the main interaction, panel b) shows the peak using the main interaction

point for Doppler reconstruction, while in panel d) the tracked first interaction point is used.
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of interest, the simulated response spectrum is split into the contribution of749

events completely absorbed in the crystal (peak in spectrum) and γ-ray events750

scattered out of the crystal (Compton distribution in the spectrum). For the751

fitting, the latter spectrum is included and the spectrum region with the peak752

of interest is excluded in the fit. This approach allows to model the background753

underneath the peak as shown in figure 6 and peak counts can be extracted as754

the difference of simple integrals without assumptions about the peak shape.755

This also allows for a transparent error estimate, as the integral obtained from756

the measured spectrum follows the Poisson statistics. For simplicity, the same757

assumption can be applied to the integral obtained from the fit spectrum for758

estimating the background uncertainty. For both spectra shown in figure 6, this759

procedure results in a value for the peak integral with an uncertainty of 3%.760

The in-beam efficiency for both devices was computed from the experimental761

source efficiency curve folded with the impact of the solid-angle relationship762

given by the Lorentz transformation and the effect of the Doppler shift which763

samples the efficiency curve at different γ-ray energies. The γ-yields for energies764

covering 800 keV to 3 MeV from the reaction residues 24Mg, 26Al, 28Si, and 34Ar765

were analyzed. The results show that beyond 1300 keV, the yields measured766

in SeGA and GRETINA agree within 4% and are well inside the uncertainties767

determined by the peak-count estimate from the spectra and the error made in768

the computation of the in-beam efficiency. For the lower energies, GRETINA769

results in 5-10% higher γ-ray yields compared to those measured in SeGA. Most770

likely, the background in the SeGA spectra for those cases was overestimated as771

the analyzed peaks reside on a significantly higher background than for the other772

cases. Furthermore, this energy region in the spectrum is contaminated with773

contributions from stopped γ-ray lines from beam-correlated background like774

the neutron edges in Ge or excitations of Al from the beam chamber induced by775

light particles from target breakup, for example. In GRETINA, those structures776

are smoothed out more in the Doppler-reconstruction process because of the777

higher granularity and the wider angle coverage, while in the reconstructed778

SeGA spectra, these background contributions result in local structures because779
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Figure 6: The Doppler-reconstructed spectra of the 2091 keV transition in 34Ar measured in

GRETINA and SeGA are shown, as well as a fit of the background underneath the peak area.

The fit allows to determine the counts in the peak as simple integrals without any assumption

about the shape of the peak itself.

of the more coarse, segment-based γ-ray detection angles. For the energies above780

1300 keV the background is much lower as shown in the example in figure 6 and781

well described by the fit.782

In conclusion, the experimental γ-ray yields measured with GRETINA and783

SeGA are consistent, verifying the absolute in-beam efficiency of GRETINA. It784

should be noted that this test not only confirms the correct functioning of the785

data acquisition system in the sense that no events were seem to be lost, but786

also suggests the correct processing of events in the decomposition computation.787

Losses due to wrong processing there would lead to events with erroneous spatial788

coordinates, hardly detectable with source measurements. For in-beam data, the789

correct spatial coordinates are crucial for a correct Doppler-shift reconstruction790

and any erroneous coordinates would have been detected as lower γ-ray yields791

obtained from the GRETINA data.792
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4.4. Analysis of γ-γ coincidences793

The γ-γ coincidence spectrum quality achieved with in-beam data at inter-794

mediate beam energies is illustrated in figure 7. This figure shows the γ rays in795

coincidence with the 3991 keV 6+ → 4+ transition in 24Mg from the same data796

set discussed in section 4.3. The spectra shown were analyzed with and without797

using the nearest-neighbor add-back procedure introduced in section 3.3. In the798

case of added-back events, the Doppler reconstruction is performed by selecting799

the first interaction point to be the main interaction from the crystal detecting800

the higher energy. The improvement utilizing the add-back procedure is evident801

in the spectra gated on the 3991 keV transition as well as in the projections from802

the γ-γ matrices (shown in the insets of figure 7). The 2+ → 0+ transition at803

1369 keV is difficult to spot in the spectrum when treating GRETINA as indi-804

vidual crystals, but clearly identified when using the add-back approach. The805

transitions shown in the projection spectra have a significantly better peak-to-806

background ratio for the add-back, while in the other approach artifacts likely807

from cross scattering are evident. Those artifacts can easily be misinterpreted as808

peaks, e.g. the peak-like structure at about 4360 keV, which is clearly not seen809

in the projection of the add-back data. Also in the singles spectra (not shown),810

with or without add-back, no transition at this energy is apparent, while peaks811

at the other four energies are visible with consistent statistics.812

This example demonstrates that the simple nearest-neighbor add-back pro-813

cedure is an efficient approach for the analysis of γ-γ coincidence data obtained814

from fast-beam experiments. The quality of the spectra gated on a γ-ray transi-815

tion is not significantly degraded by the remaining Compton scattering events,816

but by beam-correlated background and insufficient statistics. As shown in [20],817

dedicated tracking algorithms can reduce the amount of the remaining Compton818

scatters in the spectrum further, but at the expense of the full-energy-peak effi-819

ciency. Tracking cannot discriminate the beam correlated background further,820

as those events are emitted at random energies from the vicinity of the target.821

As shown in section 3.3, the nearest-neighbor add-back algorithm retains more822

than 90% of the calorimeter efficiency and is therefore a prudent choice for the823
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coincidence analysis of modest-statistics measurements with fast beams of rare824

isotopes.825

Spectra employing the add-back procedure can be considered for extracting826

absolute γ-ray yields in a similar way as described for the singles spectra in827

section 4.3. But then the problem arises in the determination of the absolute828

efficiency. Add-back factors can only be determined reliably from γ-ray multi-829

plicity 1 spectra, as seen in table 1 and discussed in section 3.3. This limits the830

data base for obtaining the efficiency curve for add-back spectra. Furthermore831

the impact of the same summing effect needs to be investigated for the in-beam832

spectra, especially for transitions from excited levels which have more than one833

decay branch. Lastly, the add-back factors, even at energies above 1 MeV, are834

quite sensitive to the energy thresholds as an appreciable fraction of add-back835

events stems from low-energy deposition in one of the detectors. Those con-836

siderations add into the uncertainties for the absolute efficiency and make it837

difficult to use add-back spectra for the determination of absolute γ-ray yields.838

5. Summary839

The performance of GRETINA has been an excellent match for the needs840

of the two in-beam γ-ray spectroscopy campaigns at NSCL using intermediate-841

energy beams. While GRETINA is ultimately a γ-ray tracking array, data ob-842

tained in typical experiments with fast beams of rare isotopes can be analyzed843

efficiently without employing sophisticated tracking algorithms for reconstruct-844

ing the Compton scattering sequences of γ-ray events. It was shown that for845

successful Doppler reconstruction, the selection of the main (highest-energy) in-846

teraction from the reported interaction points is a viable approach. The quality847

of the Doppler-shift corrected singles spectra is usually sufficient for determin-848

ing the peak counts and for these spectra, an absolute in-beam efficiency can849

be computed accurately from an experimental efficiency curve based on source850

measurements in a transparent way to extract the absolute γ-ray yields. For the851

analysis of γ-γ coincidences, a simple nearest-neighbor add-back approach was852
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Figure 7: The Doppler-corrected coincidence spectra cut on the 6+ → 4+ transition at

3991 keV in 24Mg are shown. A background spectrum was obtained from a cut covering

the region from 4.4 to 4.6 MeV and subtracted. On the right, the add-back procedure is used;

on the left, GRETINA is treated as individual crystals. The insets show the projections of

the γ-γ coincidence matrices in which the cuts were made. The improvement of the spectral

quality using the simple add-back algorithm is evident.
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introduced as an efficient tool that delivers good spectral quality in terms of the853

peak-to-total ratio while retaining more than 90% of the maximum achievable854

calorimeter efficiency. This simple treatment of the γ-ray data in the analy-855

sis is justified by the low γ-ray multiplicities at which they are produced in856

experiments with fast beams of rare isotopes.857
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